
DS50HL Secure Bolt Down Table Stand
For Monitors 32”-50”

Most Secure Solution on the Market
 l Integrated security at every connection point and 

proprietary one touch lock and key system makes 
this the most secure stand on the market

 l 30º or 45º degree swivel lock prevents over-
rotation and possible collision with wall or 
furniture

 l Through column cable management allows for 
cables to be routed through the mounting surface 
and out of the way of hotel guests

 l Universal design fits monitors from 32”-50” 
with VESA patterns from 100x100mm through 
400x400mm

Ideal Solution for the Hospitality Market
In-room solution allows just enough manipulation by the guest to attain a perfect viewing 
angle while maintaining the highest level of security and tamper resistance
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ANTI-THEFT &
ANTI-TAMPER SECURITY

Security Covers
Block access to monitor attachment points 
and prevents removing or tampering

Proprietary Lock & Key Security
One-touch lock system prevents removal of 
TV.  Provides a deeper level of security than 
standard security screws.  Laser cut keys can 
not be duplicated

Recessed Security Screw
Prevents access to surface attachment point 
without a special tool

CABLE MANAGEMENT
Through-Column
Cables may be run from TV to either the 
bottom of the stand or all the way through 
the mounting surface and completely out of 
sight

SMOOTH SWIVEL
Swivel Regulator
Set the swivel angle at 30º or 45º to prevent 
collisions with wall or other furniture



Ideal for in-room hotel installations, the DS50HL has the most robust security features 
on the market without compromising functionality, aesthetics and overall value.  Fits 
most monitors from 32-50” with through-cable cord management, easy swivel and 
swivel stops to prevent unwanted collisions with walls or other furniture in the room.

Monitor size 32” - 50”

Orientation landscape or portrait

Weight capacity 150lb

Max mounting pattern 400x400mm

VESA mounting patterns 100x100mm, 200x100mm, 200x200mm, 300x200mm, 
300x300mm, 400x200mm, 400x300mm, 400x400mm

Post-installation leveling All models

Tilt N/A

Rotation lockable at 30° or 45°

Security security screws/covers at all joints and proprietary lock-key 
system at screen attachment point

Component box 22” x 14” x 6”

Construction high-grade cold rolled steel

Product finish scratch resistant epoxy powder coat

Color black

Model number DS50HL

Warranty 10 years

Attribute Value 
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For Monitors 32” - 50”
DS50HL Secure Bolt Down Table Stand


